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GameBanana shows no ads to members. Sign up now! Ads keep us online. Without them, we wouldn't exist. We don't have paywalls or sell mods - we never will. But every month we have big bills and running ad is our only way to cover it. Please consider unblocking us. Thank you from GameBanana New Super Mario Bros. Wii/Tools/Others/Misc Reggie! Is
an easy-to-use and full-featured level editor for New Super Mario Bros. Wii, created by Treeki and Tempus. Site editingPrite editing, with more than 1,200 properties availableEntrance editingImage displayed for more than 200 spritesBackground options, with image previewsZone optionsZoom, Grid and AutosaveSettable level informationResizable and
interactive level overviewLocation editingPath editingCross platform (Windows, Linux, Mac OS X)Open-source (GNU General Public License v2)Riivolution loader for custom levels with original disks C'est zero il y a fit une version Android Bananite Key Writers Treek Request Ownership Page 2 GameBanana shows no photos to members. Sign up now! Ads
keep us online. Without them, we wouldn't exist. We don't have paywalls or sell mods - we never will. But every month we have big bills and running ad is our only way to cover it. Please consider unblocking us. Thank you from GameBanana Wikis/ModDocs Under the Skin of GB: a yellow world of busy bees and hungry hippos! AoM Ganryu Logan Dougall
Mini natko YellowJello Member Section/ Access 4Echo Models, Sheets Allen Scott Games, Game files, Maps, Modlog, Posts, Sheets, Sounds, Sprays, Support, Textures, WiPs Clener74 Mistakes, Ideas, Support Danial Zahid Bugs, Ideas, Initiatives, Maps, Modlog, Polls, Posts, FAQs, Requests, Support, Threads, Updates, Wikis Devieus News, Threads,
Tutorials Ezequiel-TM GUIs, Maps, Modlog, Sheets, Support Rafael De Jongh Banclaw, Gagham Skins, WiPs Modlog, Sheets, WiPs RevTiva Models, Modlog, Sheets, Support, WiPs Ring-A-Thing Rampage Bugs, Effects, GUIs, Ideas, Modlog, Posts, Scripts, Sheets, Support, Tools Roadhog360 Maps, Sheets, Sounds, Support, Wear Sneaks, WiPs Serge
Jaeken Articles Sneaky.amxx Game files, Models, Posts, Sheets, Tools Teh Snake Modlog, Sheets, Support wohSiesta Concepts, Effects, Games, Game Files, GUIs, Modlog, Posts, Reviews, Sprays , Support, Textures, Threads, Tools don't know where to put it because it keeps getting flagged and there's no report area. When trying to download a mod, it
keeps edging up 404 not found kginx. someone fixes it now. Rythem and Reap. Hey, I'm not sure if it's the same for one-click installers for games, but it seems the download score display for Celeste mods isn't considering downloads using the one-click Everest installer, only the ones done by the manual download button. Is there any possibility of fixing fixing
Bananite will match making picker will matter vac bans or not should I use it or not Bananite I just have a question and that's how can I change my email used on this site? I tried by changing the one on my identity settings, but it doesn't save the new one. Someone could point me in the right direction or what I'm doing wrong? Thank you in advance. Bananite
in my computer I have installed CS source so much and I want to escape cs source zombie so what can I do please help me or link??? Bananite Hi,Is there any way to stay permanently signed up? I'm kind to sign up in every few days or so despite keeping my logged-in setting activated every time. Thank you in advance! Bananite I can you please delete my
account? I don't use this site anymore (not joking; seriously). Yo, modertaors, can someone please add a game of DmC: Devil can cry on your website? I have few mods for that I wanted to share. Thank you. Will wait :) Bananite Hi guys, I was on the Smash Ultimate thread, and there are some racist things going on that I think you guys should take a look at.
The moderator for that thread condoned it, so I thought I'd contact you guys. The context is a sheet for the game that Native Americans themselves request is removed from the games based on offensives, which Nintendo obliges themselves, and the OP is trying to bring it back. I reported it on two occasions and was brushed off, so I thought I'd contact you
myself. Thank you Bananite I can't download the dimension mod.zip and I really wanted it for my iPhone☹️ Bananite Page 3 GameBanana shows no photos to members. Sign up now! Ads keep us online. Without them, we wouldn't exist. We don't have paywalls or sell mods - we never will. But every month we have big bills and running ad is our only way to
cover it. Please consider unblocking us. Thank you from GameBanana Wikis/Rules GameBanana is an online service provider under Title II of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, 17 U.S. .C. Section 512 (DMCA). GameBanana is an online service provider under title II of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, 17 American.C section 512 (DMCA).
GameBanana respects the legal rights of copyright owners, and has adopted an efficient notice and take-down procedure as required by the DMCA and described herein. This policy is intended to guide copyright owners in using that procedure, and also to guide users to restore access to content that has been disabled because of errors. 1. Notice to
copyrighted Works OwnersThe DMCA provides a legal procedure through which you can request any online service provider to disable access to content where your appears without your consent. There are two parts of the legal procedure: (1) Writing a proper DMCA Notice, and (2) Sending the correct DMCA Notice to GameBanana's designated agent. 1.1.
How to A proper DMCA NoticeA Proper DMCA Notice will notify GameBanana of specific facts in a document signed under penalty of perjury. We refer to this as a Proper DMCA Notice. To write a proper DMCA notice, please provide the following information: Identify yourself as either: A) The owner of a copyrighted work(s), or B) A person authorized to act
on behalf of the owner of an exclusive right allegedly infanted. Name your contact information, including your TRUE NAME, street address, phone number, and email address. Identify the copyrighted work you believe is infringing, or appearing as a large number of works, a representative list of the works. Identify the material you claim infringes on your
copyrighted work, to which you request that GameBanana disable access over the World Wide Web. Identify the location of the materials on the World Wide Web by providing information quite sufficient to allow GameBanana to track the material. State that you have a good faith belief belief that the use of the material complained of is not authorized by the
copyright owner, its agents, or the law. Make sure that the information in the notice is accurate, under penalty of perjuration. Draw the notification with either a physical or electronic signature. 1.2. Send the right DMCA Notice to the Designated Agent To exercise your DMCA rights, you must send your proper DMCA Notice to the next agent designated by
GameBanana (the Designated Agent.) The contact information for GameBanana's designated agent is: Thomas Pittlik tom@machinefloor.com GameBanana Co 2313 E Letterly St Philadelphia, PA 19125GameBanana's designated agent is also listed in the DMCA Designated Agent Directory.1.3. What we do when we receive a proper DMCA
NoticeGameBanana will follow the procedures prescribed in the DMCA, which prescribed a notification and decrease procedure, subject to the user's right to file a counter-notice claim legal use of the disabled works. 1.4. Notice and Decrease ProcedureThis is expected that all users of any part of the GameBanana system will comply with applicable copyright
laws. However, if GameBanana is notified of alleged copyright infringement, or otherwise becomes aware of facts and circumstances from which infringement is made, it will respond e-speedly through access to, remove or disable the material claimed to be infringing or the topic of infringement activity. GameBanana will comply with the applicable provisions
of the DMCA in the event that a counter notice is received by its designated agent. 2. Notice to users of GameBanana ServicesPursuant to the Terms of Service to which you agreed when you were allowed to become a system user, you only need to acquire creative works as content usage, and your content submission(s) can be disabled during receipt
Note that infringesion material appears in them. GameBanana also respects the legitimate interests of users in using media content legally, is allowed to present a response to claims of infringement, and obtaining timely restoration of access to a submission disabled as a result of a copyright complaint. Your system usage privileges can also be suspended.
You can protest a DMCA notification by submiting a counter-notice as described below. 2.1. Writing and submitting a Counter-Notice If access to your submission(s) has been disabled as a result of the operation of the GameBanana notice and take-down procedure described above, and you believe that the decline was improper, you must submit a counter-
notice. 2.2. Writing of a counter-notice To write a proper counter-notice, please provide the following information: State that access to your website has been disabled due to the operation of the notice and take-down procedure. Identifies the material that has been removed and designates its URL before removal. State, under penalty of perjury: A) Your
name, address and telephone number, B) That you have a good belief belief that the material has been removed or disabled due to error or misidentification of the material, and C) That you consent to the jurisdiction of the Federal District Court for the judicial district in which the address is located. 2.3. Sending the Counter-Notice To exercise your DMCA
rights, you must send your counter-notice to the Designated Agent for GameBanana. The contact information for GameBanana's designated agent is: Thomas Pittlik tom@machinefloor.com GameBanana Co 2313 E Letterly St. Philadelphia, PA 19125GameBanana's designated agent is also listed in the DMCA Designated Agent Directory.Repeat Infringers
GameBanana, in its discretion, can in its discretion use all appropriate means to terminate users access to its system or what is repeated Accommodation of Standard Technical Measures It is GameBanana's policy to accommodate and not interfere with standard technical measures that it has been determined reasonably under the circumstances, that is,
technical measures used by copyright owners to identify or protect copyrighted works. Policy regarding noncompliant communications GameBanana has discretion to handle noncompliant notifications in whatever manner appears to be reasonable given the circumstances on offer. Submission of misleading information Submitting misleading information of
any kind in a notice or counter-notice submitted to GameBanana gaps any claim of right made by the submission of party. End Boss TBS2 Driver Super Admin 5,158 points Ranked 1,418th 74 medals 13 legendary 10 rare
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